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Both prosodic boundary tones (H%, L%) and the conjunction and affect relationships between 
what has been said and what comes next. Besides marking the ends of Intonational Phrases 
(Beckman & Elam 1997), boundary tones have specific meanings, with H% indicating 
continuation (Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 1990). But this characterization could use more 
experimental support, and some processing research finds the difference between tones less 
reliable than expected (e.g., Carlson et al. 2012). In an auditory completion study, we found that 
both and and H% led to shorter continuations with more closely related material, usually 
causally related, though each factor also had some unique effects. 
 The study involved 36 participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk listening to single-
clause stimuli and typing continuations. Experimental items included 24 transitive sentences (of 
various implicit causality types), 8 ditransitive, 4 intransitive, and 4 passive, plus filler stimuli. 
The prime items (1) varied in final boundary tone and presence/absence of and. Items had 
identical prosodic structure up to the boundary and downstepped H* accents on content words. 

Initially, continuations were coded for number of words, complexity (multiple clauses or 
not), syntax (e.g., S, VP, NP), and transitivity. Continuations ranged from 1-13 words with a 
mean of 4.59. Almost 32% of and-less primes were counted as having and after subjects added 
it. Figure 1 shows the syntactic categories of the continuations. H% and and both led to smaller 
continuations: fewer words and more VPs (vs. clauses). H% also led to fewer multiple clause 
completions, while and ruled out relative (RC), subordinate (SC), and infinitive clauses (INF).  

Clausal and VP continuations were analyzed for the discourse coherence relations 
between them and the primes, following the DISCOR annotation manual (Reese et al. 2007) 
based on Segmented Discourse Representation Theory. Overall, RESULT relations were most 
common (see Figure 2), especially in full clause completions. The dominance of RESULTS was 
unexpected, as they were rare in the DISCOR corpus, but supports the causality-by-default 
hypothesis (Sanders 2005). Among full clause continuations, H% and and (vs. L% and no and) 
led to significantly more RESULT relations and fewer NARRATION relations (indicating a 
following event, not closely causally related). L% significantly increased COMMENTARY 
relations (indicating an outside opinion). VPs had a different pattern, with more NARRATIONs 
than RESULTs and no effects of boundary tone. Subordinate clauses were usually EXPLANATIONs 
beginning with because. Thus the coherence relation of continuations clearly varied based on the 
conjunction and the boundary tone. The relations’ hierarchical structuring properties, i.e. 
coordinating vs. subordinating, also correlated neatly with continuation length, with all Subord 
relations having longer continuations than all Coord relations (Table 1). This suggests that 
changing levels of discourse structure (Subord) leads to longer continuations than staying at the 
same level (Coord).  

In general, material following H% or and is treated as more closely related to preceding 
content than material after L% or without and, as predicted by Pierrehumbert & Hirschberg 
(1990). This tighter connection led to fewer words, smaller syntactic units, and a tighter causal 
link between described events (for clauses). The conjunction also ruled out certain syntactic 
structures and discourse relations, while H% decreased multi-clause completions. We suggest 
that H% could be seen as an intonational conjunction, similar to and but able to coexist with and 
or other conjunctions rather than replacing it (as but would). And while and had some categorical 
effects, H% had only probabilistic effects. 



1. a. The pharmacist cheated the insurance company L-H% 
    b. The pharmacist cheated the insurance company L-H% and 
    c. The pharmacist cheated the insurance company L-L% 
    d. The pharmacist cheated the insurance company L-L% and 
 
Figure 1: Syntactic Category of Continuations 

 
Figure 2: Coherence Relations for Clausal Continuations 
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Coherence Relations by Prosodic Conditions 
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Table 1:  
Coherence 
Relation 

CoordSubord n Mean # 
words 

Coherence 
Relation 

CoordSubord n Mean # 
words 

Explanation Subord 73 6.47 Parallel Coord 14 4.79 
Precondition Subord 6 5.83 Contrast Coord 29 4.66 
Background Subord 30 5.50 Narration Coord 228 4.61 
Commentary Subord 30 5.13 Result Coord 357 4.31 
Elaboration Subord 111 5.04 Continuation Coord 16 4.25 
 
 


